
Response to 'gmd-2014-179 comments', Anonymous Referee #1. 

 

Referee #1: Abstract is the place to clearly concisely show what you have done, why do you think 

the work is important. What are your results and why are they significant? The abstract is somehow 

not clear and concise enough to me; may be also confuse the potential readers. For example, the 

first paragraph basically says: the Bayesian approach is widely used to calibrate forest model, 

which has already been well accepted (hundreds of published studies). No need to spend entire 

paragraph to clarify this point. Please consider reconstruct your abstract to be as concise as 

possible.    

 

Authors: We thank the reviewer for raising this point. We agree the abstract is not concise enough 

and we will rewrite it in the revised version of the manuscript, including the new results and 

conclusions we will find as a consequence of the several changes suggested in the review process, 

and considering the reviewer's comments including but not limiting to the size of the abstract, main 

novelties of this work and their impact. 

 

Referee #1: The presentation is not complete. For example, the author started the introduction with 

the definition of GPP and followed by the observation of GPP, GPP modeling and model 

calibration. Lots of important information are missing, including but not limiting to:  (1) Besides 

Eddy Covariance GPP data, MODIS-GPP is another famous GPP product;  (2) Eddy Covariance 

network only measure NEP, GPP is derived from their model;  (3) There are several other ways to 

model GPP besides LUE model (e.g., Farquhar 1980 type model).  (4) Dislike LUE model, in 

Farquhar model GPP associated parameters have physical meaning, thus they are relatively easy 

to infer from observations.  

 

Authors: We agree with the points raised by the reviewer, and we will adjust the introduction 

consequently according to these points. We are also well aware that there are several ways to 

simulate GPP, and Farquhar (1980) is one of the most commonly found in forest modelling. 

However it is not free of disadvantages (Yin et al., 2004; Van Oijen et al., 2004): the Farquhar 

model parameters have no physical meaning at the canopy scale since they are chloroplast 

parameters with at best some validity up to the leaf level, but not more. Its parameters are also not 

easy to infer: A-Ci measurements with leaves sampled from all across the canopy are needed, with 

young leaves having much higher  values of Vcmax and Jmax than old ones. We will include a more 



complete presentation of GPP in the revised introduction, including advantages and disadvantages 

of the most common methods to estimate it. 

 

Referee #1:  In the second part of introduction, the author presented the idea of Bayesian 

Calibration. It worth to mention that Bayesian calibration is not necessary rely on MCMC method. 

Bayesian approach relying on adjoint method is also an effective calibration method (Zhu 2014). 

Also it worth to mention other important type of ecosystem model calibration method: Kalman filter 

(Gao 2011).  

And the author need to justify the reason why they decide to use MCMC methods, given that other 

two types of calibration methods (adjoint method and kalman filter) could be much more efficient 

(e.g., adjoint method is a local optimization method, while this study needs a global optimization 

method? I believe the authors have their own reasons).   

 

Authors: We will add a paragraph in the introduction of the revised manuscript, referring to the 

two techniques mentioned by the reviewer and justifying our choice to apply a MCMC-based 

method. These reasons will read as follows: "The data assimilation techniques mentioned above are 

special cases of Bayesian calibration (Wikle & Berliner 2007), where a prior probability distribution 

for parameters is specified and updated using Bayes Theorem. However, in contrast to our MCMC 

approach, the old data assimilation methods – though computationally efficient - require 

assumptions of linearity and Gaussian distributions that are restrictive and inappropriate in the case 

of the highly nonlinear models that we study here. Therefore such methods are common in state 

estimation of computationally demanding models such as GCMs, but they are not common in 

parameter estimation of ecosystem models. Our MCMC method allows for any type of prior and 

posterior distribution,  including asymmetric and multimodal ones, in contrast to the other methods. 

Moreover, the sample from the posterior distribution generated by MCMC represents the full 

posterior probability distribution, in contrast to the adjoint method which only provides an estimate 

of the mode, and uncertainties can only be assessed fully with such global methods, not local ones." 

 

Referee #1:  The purpose of model calibration is to improve the posterior model predictability. This 

study only presented the calibrations, but miss the posterior model evaluation.  

 

Authors: We carried out a posterior model evaluation for the approaches that resulted in proper 

convergence. We decided not to include this result in the paper since its main focus is on Bayesian 

calibration. The model results were insensitive to the algorithm used or to the procedure applied. 



We will include the results of model evaluation in the revised version of the manuscript, focusing 

on the differences (or similarities) between the different calibration procedures. 

 

Referee #1: One common approach is that: the model should be first calibrated at one EC tower 

site and then apply to another site that has the same plant function type. The cross-site evaluation is 

necessary to ensure the efficacy of model calibration. I suggest that the author should apply the 

posterior model parameters derived by different calibration methods to another tower site, in order 

to fairly compare the goodness of different calibration methods.  

 

Authors: The reviewer is correct in describing the common approach to forest modelling. We did 

indeed implement this approach in a recently published paper (Bagnara et al. 2014). The latter work 

focuses on the same model analysed here and tests it on several EC sites. The focus of the present 

study is on evidencing potential issues in calibrating a simple but highly non-linear model, 

characterized by a commonly applied mathematical structure. We will refer to Bagnara et al. (2014) 

in the Discussion of the revised manuscript, focusing on the impact of our results to their findings, 

but we think a model validation on different EC sites is beyond the scope of this paper.  

 

Referee #1: Broad impact of this study is not well discussed. It is not clear to me how their findings 

interest our molding community and facilitate future studies in terms of forest model calibration.  

 

Authors: We thank the reviewer for raising this very important point, and we will emphasize the 

impact of our findings in the revised manuscript. We think our results are important because they 

focus on issues that have never been discussed before in the field of forest modelling: there are no 

studies on the difficulties in calibrating this kind of models, which are widely applied to forest 

research and management. Several well accepted studies and models could be affected by this kind 

of issues, and we are stressing the need of a more careful approach to calibration to solve potential 

problems which have been rarely mentioned before.  

 

Referee #1: Another issue worth discussing is that the parameter calibration could only reduce 

model parameter uncertainty, however, is not able to constrain model structure uncertainty. There 

are two LUE models with different model structure used in this study, which might provide insight 

into the uncertainty in model structure.  

 



Authors: We will apply the procedure described in Van Oijen et al. (2013), based on the ratio of 

posterior model probabilities, to assess the importance of model structure uncertainty. The results 

and discussion about this interesting point will be included in the revised manuscript.  

 

Referee #1: Minor comments:  

Page 6998 Line 2: Remove in very different forest all over the world. Do you mean different forest 

functional type? Line 4: “easy to use” is not a rigid scientific term. Define it more appropriately. 

Maybe “pragmatic”? Line 13: what does “user-friendly” mean? Line 19: this sentence needs to be 

rephrased. Line 22: calibration did not  

 

Authors: As stated in the previous point, the abstract will be entirely rewritten according to the 

reviewer's comments and to the changes to the revised manuscript. These comments will be taken 

into account while doing so, replacing " very different forest all over the world " with "different 

biomes and PFTs all over the world" and defining "easy to use" and "user-friendly" as in Landsberg 

& Waring (1997), that is models available to a broader public then models with strictly research and 

academic purposes, as they are based on a few equations, few parameters, and they do not require 

high computational power nor lot of data to be run.  

 

Referee #1: Page 6999 Line 2: terrestrial ecosystem carbon balance  

Line 11. Cite paper here Reichstein 2005  

 

Authors: We will include these last two comments in the revised manuscript. 

 

Referee #1: Page 7000 Line 13: sentence needs to be rephrased.  

 

Authors: The sentence will be rephrased as: "There are several LUE-based models in the existing 

literature: a few examples are C-Fix (Veroustraete et al., 1994), 3PG (Landsberg and Waring, 

1997), Prelued (Mäkelä et al., 2008a), and the model described in Horn and Schulz (2011b)." 

 

Referee #1: Line 18: compared with  

Line 21 daily time step, based on  

Page 7001 Line 1: The Bayesian model calibration approach  

 

Authors: We will include these last three comments in the revised manuscript. 



 

Referee #1: Line 15: The efficiency of the MCMC technique highly depends on the model structure. 

Is it true in general? How about other factors?  

 

Authors: The dependency of the MCMC efficiency on the model structure has been proven, among 

others, by Gilks & Roberts (1996) and Browne et al. (2009). The effect of model structure on 

efficiency of Bayesian calibration is the main point of the paper, as we show that commonly used 

models with a simple but highly nonlinear structure can be hard to calibrate. Other important factors 

are the uninformative prior distributions (Hartig et al., 2012) and the heavy use of empirical 

parameters in the model formulation, as discussed in the submitted version of the manuscript. We 

will discuss on the importance of these factors more in detail and include the previous references in 

the revised version of the manuscript. 

 

Referee #1: Page 7002 Line 26: Why only use one year data? Lavarone site has multiple-year data 

(2000-2006). Perhaps, it is a good practice to use part of the data as calibration dataset, and use 

the rest for model validation.  

 

Authors: We believe that one year of data is more than enough to successfully calibrate a 6-

parameters model. Therefore we saw no need to run a longer calibration on several years that would 

be heavier in terms of computational power required. We did use a different part of the available 

dataset to evaluate the model performances, and this results will be added to the revised manuscript 

as stated in the previous comments.  

 

Referee #1: Page 7005 Line 4: Why do you chose 0.3*GPP as a upper bound of GPP data 

uncertainty? Any reference or reasons?  

 

Authors: Very few examples can be found in the literature of uncertainty estimates of daily GPP. 

Moreover, these are not consistent across studies: Mo et al. (2008) set daily uncertainties on GPP as 

15% of its value, while Duursma et al. (2009) estimated them to be 5% of GPP. We set them to 

30% of GPP as done by Williams et al. (2005), as a conservative estimate for calibration purposes, 

also to be sure that the information content of the data was not overestimated. 

 

Referee #1: Page 7011 Line 16: “multiplicative structure of Prelued was probably the main factor 

responsible for the difficulty in the calibration.” Is it true?  



 

Authors: The reviewer raises a good point. We don't have enough evidence to blame the 

mathematical structure of Prelued as the only or main responsible for the difficulties in calibration, 

but we consider also several other factors, like poor a-priori knowledge on the parameter values and 

their empirical nature. It is crucial that these points are clear to the reader, therefore we will 

emphasize them in the Discussion section of the revised manuscript 

 

Referee #1: (1) First of all, photosynthesis (GPP) is a very complex biology process, a certain level 

of model complexity is needed. The difficulty of model calibration might be simply due to the fact 

that LUE model is too simple (model structure) to capture the GPP response to environmental 

changes.  

 

Authors: If that were true, the model would have difficulties in reproducing the data, even after 

calibration, on the same site and period of simulation, which is not the case. Including the model 

evaluation will show that, even for algorithms that did not reach proper convergence, the model 

results are pretty good. The model does not have difficulties in reproducing GPP, so its structure 

does not seem to be inadequate for that purpose. 

 

Referee #1: (2) Multiplicative structure is common in other GPP models (such as abovementioned 

Farquhar model), there is no evidence that the multiplicative structure hinders model calibrations. 

 

Authors: That relates to the point already mentioned above: the fact that there is no evidence of 

that does not mean it does not exist, only that it has not been studied so far. Such behavior from a 

simple model was very surprising as we did not expect such difficulties in calibration, but it gave us 

the possibility to study an issue that, to our knowledge, has never been studied before in the field of 

forest modelling.  That is the main novelty of this work. Moreover, as the model by H&S had the 

same problems, this work raises an important question: can we really trust the well-accepted models 

with similar structure developed so far, or are they all affected by the same calibration issues we 

described? We will add and highlight this concept in the revised manuscript, as it is one of the main 

central points of the paper and it should be emphasized to be brought to the reader's attention. 

 

Referee #1: Page 7013 line 14: Any suggestion of future development of LUE model? At least, 

based on your findings, the LUE model needs a better mathematical structure? Which structure 

should it be? 



 

Authors: Our recommendation, that will be included in the Conclusions of the revised paper, is that 

a more complicated structure should be applied to LUE-models. For example, including Prelued as 

a module in a more structured model could reduce the difficult in calibration (like PRELES, 

successor of Prelued ), also to avoid estimating only one variable very complicated as GPP.  

It should also be pointed out that this kind of models does not allow to compare model estimates 

against actual data: GPP is not measured, it is derived from NEP. So NEP should be the model 

output against which the calibration should be performed, and it should be included in LUE models 

via combination with a respiration model. 

Another important point relates to the empirical nature of the parameters: when possible, a large use 

of parameters with no physical or physiological meaning should be avoided, in order to rely on the 

physiological basis of GPP as much as possible.    
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Response to 'Comments to gmd-2014-179', Anonymous Referee #2. 

 

Referee #2: This paper compares 3 MCMC methods for 2 simple GPP models, to examine the 

convergence of the posterior parameter distribution. The conclusion that simple models’ 

advantage is limited due to the difficulty in parameter tuning even for new MCMC 

methods is important, and could be considered for publication on GMD. 

However, the current version has some significant problems, which should be fixed before 

going to the next stage. In particular, my main concern is generality of the results. 

The experiments were carried out only for one case. Discussion on the application of 

the results for other sites and for other type of forests is needed.  

 

Authors: In a recent paper we focused on the same model and tested it on several EC sites, 

implementing a DEMC algorithm and a very high number of iterations (Bagnara et al., 2014). The 

focus of the present study is on evidencing potential issues in calibrating a simple but highly non-

linear model, characterized by a commonly applied mathematical structure, using one EC site as a 

case study. We will refer to Bagnara et al. (2014) in the Discussion of the revised manuscript, 



focusing on the impact of our results to their findings, but we think a model validation on different 

EC sites is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

Referee #2:It is also needed to discuss the influence of GPP uncertainty, i.e. effect of changing the 

term y_j in eq. (7). 

 

Authors: A paragraph describing the importance of data uncertainties on the calibration procedure 

will be added in the revised version of the manuscript. This is: " The uncertainties around the data 

are of primary importance for the effectiveness of the calibration. If the data are uncertain, i.e. 

become less informative, then the likelihood distribution in parameter space becomes more uniform. 

As a consequence, every proposed new candidate parameter vector will have similar likelihood as 

the current parameter vector, so the likelihood ratio will always be very close to 1 and the candidate 

vector will always be accepted unless its prior probability is low. This very high acceptance rate 

will slow down the effective exploration of parameter space as  the random walk loses direction, 

slowing down the identification of the convergence region as a direct consequence. On the other 

hand, if data uncertainties are too small, i.e. if the data are considered too informative, the 

likelihood ratio will be always close to 0, causing a very low acceptance rate. This would cause the 

MCMC to move very slowly through parameter space, again resulting in a delayed identification of 

the convergence region." 

 

Referee #2: In addition, I also have some concerns in methods: 

- The trials and errors in determining the appropriate initial conditions, the scale and 

the orientation of the sampling (for MHRW and AM) should be described in detail. 

Otherwise we can not evaluate how effective DEMC is. Is it always promised that 

MHRW and AM have similar posteriors as DEMC, or it was just by chance? 

 

Authors: After around 50 trials, we set the scale and orientation for MHRW and AM to the most 

promising values we tested. Therefore, we believe that the MHRW and AM algorithms are as 

effective as they can be for this particular model and data, so that the effectiveness of the three 

algorithms can be compared. It must be also pointed out that whatever combination of scale and 

orientation we used as the best one, there can be no evidence that there is not a better one we did not 

try. An extensive test of different combinations of scale and orientation, and a detailed comparison 

of algorithms in terms of effectiveness, are beyond the scope of this paper. 



It is always promised that  MHRW and AM have similar posteriors distributions as DEMC, since 

all these algorithms are proven to lead to a representative sample from the posterior distribution. If 

the posterior samples differed, it would mean then at least one algorithm had not yet converged, and  

this is a confirmation of the reaching of convergence in the correct region of the parameter space. 

We will strengthen this point in the revised version of the manuscript. 

 

Referee #2:- In the two-step method, rather than using a linear regression, to sample considering 

the coefficient of correlation in the proposal distribution looks more reasonable. 

Discussion on what you lose by taking a linear regression is needed. 

 

Authors: The reviewer raised an interesting point. The linear regression approach that we used has 

the advantage of reducing the dimensionality of the proposal distribution, lowering the number of 

parameters, and addressing a possible over-parameterization. On the other hand, this approach 

assumes a perfect correlation between the parameters, e.g. we sample one parameter and calculate 

the value of the correlated one leaving no room for variation. If that was so, the coefficient of 

correlation would be 1. In our opinion, we lose a source of variation in the parameter values 

choosing a linear regression over a sampling from a modified distribution which takes into account 

the coefficient of correlation, but we achieve our aim of  a significant simplification of the sampling 

procedure during the second step. 

 

Referee #2: [Specific comments] 

Title: current one may be too general. I may recommend something like “Bayesian 

calibration of a simple forest model with a multiplicative mathematical structure: a case 

study with : : :”. 

 

Authors: The title will be rewritten as "Bayesian calibration of a simple forest model with a 

multiplicative mathematical structure: a case study with a Light Use Efficiency model in an alpine 

forest". 

 

Referee #2:Page 6998 Abstract: Introduction part is too long. The first two paragraphs should be 

shortened and the third one should be more in detail (e.g., consider including one of 

the conclusions, recommendation of DEMC). 

 



Authors: As required also by the reviewer #1, we will rewrite the abstract in the revised version of 

the manuscript, including the new results and conclusions we will find as a consequence of the 

several changes suggested in the review process, and considering the reviewer's comments. 

 

Referee #2:Page 6999 Lines 4-10: Eddy-covariance is more ground-based observation method 

than remote sensing. Thus it is a bit strange for me to mention EC just after remote 

sensing without any words. It also may be helpful to add advantage and disadvantage 

of remote sensing and EC. 

 

Authors: We will rewrite this section, as requested also by reviewer #1. We will mention EC 

before remote sensing and describe briefly their main differences: as described in Baldocchi et al. 

(1996), the scale and detail of the measurements are the main differences between these two 

methods. EC is anon-invasive ground technique where GPP is derived from NEP measurements 

taken at very high frequency (usually 20 Hz), therefore it allows continues measurements on a very 

high temporal resolution. On the other hand, it has several theoretical assumptions (Burba & 

Anderson, 2010) that can seriously limit its application in topographically complex environments, 

the costs for the setup of the EC systems are high,  and its estimates are limited to the footprint of 

the EC tower. The estimate of GPP via remote sensing (through sensors on aircrafts or satellites) 

has the clear advantage of  covering very wide areas and is not as site-specific as EC. It allows 

estimates of GPP on larger scales (up to global), but needs to be validated by ground measurements 

in order to ensure the reliability of the data. We will refer to Baldocchi et al. (1996) and Baldocchi 

(2014) for a more complete comparison of these two methods. 

 

Referee #2:Page 6999 Line 11: Better to add a notation that difference of GPP and Re is the 

carbon balance (relating to Line 2). 

 

Authors: We will add in the revised manuscript a notation stating that the difference  between GPP 

and Re is the Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE). They are major components of the C balance, and 

we will refer to  Nagy et al. (2006) and Chapin III et al. (2006) for a more detailed description of all 

the major components and of the methods to estimate them.  

 

Referee #2:Page 7001 Lines 15-16: Add literature (or other basis) for “The efficiency of the 

MCMC 

technique is highly dependent on the model structure.” 



 

Authors: The dependency of the MCMC efficiency on the model structure has been proven, among 

others, by Gilks & Roberts (1996) and Browne et al. (2009). We will refer to those studies in the 

revised manuscript.  

 

Referee #2:Page 7001 Lines 19-21: Do you think “use of very long chains” is a good method? So 

why you stick to the speed of convergence in this study? 

 

Authors: Geyer (1992) proposed the use of long chains to monitoring the reaching of convergence, 

and we believe it is the easiest method to ensure the reaching of proper convergence, but not the 

fastest one. Given the computational time required for the calibration with a very high number of 

iteration, we tried to find different and faster solutions to this issue, that would allow to calibrate a 

model such as Prelued without losing the speed that constitutes one of the main advantages of a 

simple model. We were unable to find proposal algorithms or model reparameterizations that 

allowed the MCMC to converge with shorter chains than in the simple MHRW, making the use of 

long chains the most effective method to ensure the reaching of proper convergence. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7001 Lines 21-22: Describe what “more efficient algorithms” are like. 

 

Authors: The reviewer raises a good point. There are several papers on MCMC efficiency, and 

often they refer to very different things. For example, ter Braak (2006) calculates efficiency 

considering the mean square errors of different algorithms, but it can also be considered as the 

proper sampling from a posterior distribution (thus related to the acceptance rate). In this particular 

study, we considered efficiency as the capability of the algorithm to identify the convergence region 

minimising the number of model evaluations, i.e. maximising the speed of convergence.  We will 

reformulate the sentence including this definition of "efficiency" in the revised manuscript. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7002 Line 16: How multiple chains learn scale and orientation from each other? 

 

Authors: We will refer in the revised manuscript to Ter Braak (2006), where the DEMC algorithm 

is presented and described in detail. This paragraph will read as follows: "the scale and orientation 

of the jumps in DEMC automatically adapt themselves to the variance-covariance matrix of the 

target distribution. It is precisely this that each point in the population learns in DEMC from the 



others, nothing more and nothing less. Neither the location nor the fitness of the other points is used 

in the proposal scheme." 

 

Referee #2:Page 7002 Lines 19-20: Add a notation that calculation time is shortened, but the total 

computational resource needed is not reduced by DEMC. 

 

Authors: The following sentence will be added in line 20: "Although the DEMC algorithm is more 

computationally efficient, and its implementation can reduce the time needed for calculations, the 

total computational resource needed are not reduced by its use." 

 

Referee #2:Page 7004 Lines 19-24: Why you did not use MODIS’s fAPAR product? 

http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/dataprod/dataproducts.php?MOD_NUMBER=15 

 

Authors: The MODIS’s fAPAR product for the site of Lavarone showed unrealistic variations, 

which seemed to be unrelated to a possible seasonal trend and were far too high for an evergreen 

coniferous forest. The NDVI product, on the other hand, did not show such unrealistic variation and 

we considered it to be more representative of the real situation on the field. Moreover, the NDVI 

product is available at a higher spatial resolution, which allowed to include in the input data only 

values read from the footprint of the EC tower, without including neighboring patches of grassland, 

which clearly affected the fAPAR data. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7004, Line 25: Do you mean you used the data of 292 days (of one point)? 

Describe calibration process more in detail. 

 

Authors: The reviewer is correct. We will rewrite the sentence  as follows: "Therefore, we used 

292 days for calibration, each one consisting of one data point." 

  

Referee #2:Page 7005 Line 21: Only the initial condition is different in the 100 pairs? Describe 

how the initial condition for each chain was determined. 

 

Authors: The reviewer is correct, only the initial starting point is different in the 100 chains. We 

will include the following sentence: "The initial starting point of each chain is randomly sampled 

from the prior distribution at the beginning of the calibration. This is the only difference in the 

starting condition of the 100 chains." 



 

Referee #2:Page 7006 Lines 8-9: Are there any specific reasons why description of GPP and the 

units in LUE and APAR are different from Eq. 1? 

 

Authors: As stated on line 5, the following equations refer to the model by Horn and Shultz 

(2011b). In that particular model, GPP is calculated slightly differently from Prelued  and LUE and 

APAR are expressed with different units. We decided to use the original units of measurement in 

the model and transform our data accordingly. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7007 Line 9: Tabulate the parameters and their ranges like Table1, as it is not 

clear which rows in Table 2 of Horn and Schulz (2011a) are used. 

 

Authors: We will add a statement in the revised manuscript, making clear that we used all of the 

rows in table 2 of Horn and Shulz (2011a). Each represents the parameterization for one particular 

site, therefore we used the parameter values in all sites to build the prior distribution for our 

calibration. We will add a table in the revised manuscript  with the information on the prior 

distribution we built for the model by Horn and Shulz (2011b). 

 

Referee #2:Page 7007 Lines 11-12: Describe the basis for the re-parameterization you applied 

here. The result indicates the re-parameterization itself is not effective, or just your way 

of re-parameterization is not appropriate? 

 

Authors: We were looking for a way to change the meaning of the parameters, and therefore the 

model structure, in order to reduce the issue of slow convergence. Unfortunately the possibilities for 

re-parameterization are extremely limited given the simple structure of the model. Our way of re-

parameterization was not effective, which does not mean that re-parameterization in general is not 

effective, but given the simplicity of the model we changed the parameter meanings as much as 

possible and we are confident that our way of re-parameterization was appropriate. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7008 Lines 10-11: “For the DEMC algorithm, only the chain with maximum 

loglikelihood was chosen for this purpose.” Describe why you look at the best one, not the 

average. In presenting the posterior distribution for DEMC, you present the result of 

the best chain, or that of all chains? 

 



Authors: In presenting the posterior distribution for the DEMC, we present the results of the best 

chain only. 

The MCMC algorithm samples the vectors of candidate parameters from a multivariate distribution, 

and they result in a joint posterior distribution. The values of the parameters in each vector are not 

independent from one another and must be considered together for every purpose. Therefore, it is 

not possible to consider the  average of the parameter values in all the chains without altering the 

posterior distribution. However, the reviewer makes a good point: instead of mixing in the 

individual parameter values, in the revised manuscript we will mix in the whole parameter vectors 

instead, since they can be considered to be a different sample from the posterior distribution. This 

approach would allow us to use a lot of information now discarded. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7008 Lines 18-21: and Fig 2: Note and discuss some exceptions like  for DEMC 

(blue line). 

 

Authors: The exceptions mentioned by the reviewer are due to the final rearrangements of the 

figures for the submission process. The procedure described above for the DEMC algorithm will 

result in new figures which will be described in detail in the revised manuscript.   

 

Referee #2:Page 7008 Lines 22-24: it looks strange, as Fig 2 shows different results in , X_0, 

S_max for DEMC from other methods. Describe why the optimized values for those 

parameters (in Table 2) are almost same in DEMC too. 

 

Authors: We disagree with the reviewer. Fig.2 shows the same posterior for DEMC as other 

methods concerning  X0, while concerning Smax the convergence region for the DEMC is slightly 

(but not significantly) different. However, in table 2, the value for Smax is lower for DEMC that for 

the other algorithms (12.21 for DEMC, 13.28 for MHRW, 12.91 for AM), and not the same.  

 

Referee #2:Page 7009 Lines 17-20: Give comments on exceptions: LUE for MHRW and AM, and 

T_opt/W_i for DEMC. 

 

Authors: We will include the following explanation for the LUE parameter: “both in MHRW and 

AM, the chain for the LUE parameter is still exploring a wide range of the parameter space. There 

is no convergence, therefore the prior distribution is not narrowed enough and the posterior 

distribution is different.”  



As stated in a previous point, also the exception of Topt and Wi for the DEMC algorithm are likely 

due to the final rearrangements of the figures for the submission process. As stated above, the new 

DEMC procedure will result in new figures which will be described in detail in the revised 

manuscript.  

 

Referee #2:Page 7010 Section 3.1.4: Present the coefficients of correlations (Table 3 shows for 

10ˆ6 iteration case, but how about those for 10ˆ4 and 10ˆ5 iterations?) and coefficients 

in linear regression used here. 

 

Authors: The coefficients of correlation at 10
4
 and 10

5
 iterations were not calculated. We based the 

second step of the calibration on the correlations between parameters found during the 10
6
 iterations 

first step, since it was the only one that gave reliable results. Based on that we removed 2 

parameters.  

The coefficient of the linear regression for the second step were calculated on the appropriate first 

step. We will add a table for the coefficient of each linear regression in the revised manuscript.  

 

Referee #2:Page 7010 Section 3.1.4: Is the linear relationship you get here by chance, or results 

of over-parameterization? 

 

Authors: The reviewer raises a good point. The very high correlation coefficients between some of 

the parameters (>= 0.9) clearly indicates a linear relationship between them. In most of the cases a 

linear relationship between parameters is a result of over-parameterization, especially when the 

parameters are empirical and therefore not necessary for a physical or physiological reason.  In our 

case, the parameters that resulted to be correlated have similar role in the model structure: β and γ 

are both involved in the response to APAR, while X0 and Smax are both involved in the response to 

temperature. Given their similar role and their empirical nature it is very likely they are redundant 

and not strictly necessary, which is why we believe that the linear relations we found are a result of 

over-parameterization. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7010 Section 3.1.4: Add discussion on the comparison with the result of the 10ˆ6 

iteration case in the single-step method. 

 

Authors: We thank the reviewer for bringing this interesting possibility to our attention. We will 

add a paragraph on this comparison  in the revised manuscript, considering also the results from the 



new DEMC procedure described above. It will also be linked to the evaluation of model results 

requested by the reviewer#1 and will include a discussion on the similarities and differences 

between the posterior distributions of the parameters that are present in both calibrations. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7011 Line 16: Why can you say “possibly the main factor”? The slower 

convergence for the LUE model indicates different possibility. 

 

Authors: The structure of the model by Horn and Shulz is less multiplicative than Prelued, but not 

much. It still relies on several multiplications and could have the same structure-related issues then 

Prelued. We will reformulate the sentence in the revised manuscript as follows: " the multiplicative 

structure of Prelued was likely one of the factors responsible for the difficulties in the calibration, 

but is unlikely to be the only one". 

 

Referee #2:Page 7012 Line 22: Present the result to support “this did not result in better model 

performances over all”. 

 

Authors: This point has been raised also by the reviewer #1. We carried out a posterior model 

evaluation for the approaches that resulted in proper convergence, which we decided not to include 

in the paper given its main focus on Bayesian calibration. The model results were insensitive to the 

algorithm used or to the procedure applied. We will include the results of model evaluation in the 

revised version of the manuscript, focusing on the differences (or their absence) between the 

different calibration procedures. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7012 Lines 25, 28: Describe the trials and errors you did for MHRW and AM 

before starting calibration more in detail (see general comment too). 

 

Authors: As stated above,  an extensive test of different combination of scale and orientation for 

the algorithms we used is beyond the scope of this paper. We do not think it would add any useful 

information to the reader, and that it is not necessary to the comparison of the effectiveness of the 

different algorithms. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7021 Table 3: Test the statistical significance and show the results. Also, 

highlighting 



the different sign case may not be so useful, as the difference of 0.006 and -0.021 is not significant 

(both of them indicate no correlation). 

 

Authors: We agree with the reviewer about highlighting the different sign of the coefficient, and 

we will remove the highlighting in the revised version of the manuscript. However, we do not think 

that the tests for statistical significance will add any useful information to the reader: since the 

models are deterministic, correlations of exactly zero between parameters are impossible, unless 

one parameter has zero impact on model output. The only relevant information for this study is how 

important these correlations were, in order to improve the model structure removing redundant 

parameters. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7023 Fig. 1: It is hard to get useful information from the figures for DEMC. How 

about presenting the average and the range of uncertainty (e.g., standard deviations) for 100 chains 

(or presenting the best one?). Same for other figures too. 

 

Authors: We agree with the referee that figures should be improved to assure their readability.  We 

will follow the procedure for DEMC described above, mixing in all the parameter vectors as 

different samples from the same posterior, and we will re-arrange the figures in a clearer way 

according to the new results. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7024 Fig. 2: Is it no problem that sometimes red lines are invisible? Also check if 

the ranges of y axis are appropriate with DEMC for X_0 and S_max (see blue lines). 

 

Authors: The reviewer is right, the red lines are sometimes invisible because they overlap with the 

others (blue ones especially), in a few cases perfectly. The range of the y axis has been calculated 

on the data: reducing it would cut the upper part of the distributions, while increasing it keeping the 

dimension of the figures fixed would squeeze them and make them even less visible. We will 

improve the readability of the figures, also with the addition  of an appendix or supplementary 

material, in the revised version of the paper.  

 

Referee #2: [Technical corrections]   

Page 6999 Line 7: Eddy-covariance -> ”Eddy-Covariance (EC)” and then use EC for later parts. 

Page 7003 Line 5: FL_j, FS_j, FD_j are included as F_ij in Eq.1? If so specify i=L,S,D, 

and replace FL_j, FS_j, FD_j with F_Lj, F_Sj, F_Dj. 



Page 7005 Line 9: (Mäkelä et al., 2008a) -> Mäkelä et al. (2008a). In some parts you 

cite “Mäkelä et al. (2008a)”, but in the reference list there is only one Mäkelä et al. 

(2008). 

 

Authors: We will rewrite EC as suggested, change the mathematical notation and check the 

references throughout all the revised manuscript. 

   

Referee #2:Page 7005 Line 26: Do you mean ZF is used as Ts in eq (9)? 

 

Authors: The reviewer is correct. We will add the following sentence in page 7007 line 4: "ZF 

calculated in Eq. (11) is therefore used as Ts in Eq. (9)" 

 

Referee #2:Page 7007 Line 1: What is “(-)” after _? 

 

Authors: It identifies a dimensionless parameter, in contrast with all the other parameters for which 

the units of measurements have been reported, in brackets, while describing their role. 

 

Referee #2:Page 7007 Line 18: “faster the convergence” -> “the (a?) faster convergence,” 

 

Authors: The sentence will be reformulated as "a faster reaching of convergence" 

 

Referee #2:Page 7010 Line 6: 3.1 -> 3.1.1? 

 

Authors: We will replace 3.1 with 3.1.1 

 

Referee #2:Page 7010 Lines 6, 8: _ -> X_0? 

 

Authors: That is correct, the correlation is between X0 and Smax. We will check the manuscript 

and replace τ with X0 wherever necessary in the revised version.  

 

Referee #2: Page 7010 Lines 9-10: Markov Chain Monte Carlo -> MCMC 

Page 7011 Line 4: “6-parameters empirical model” -> “6-parameter empirical model” 

Page 7019 Table 1: Add that the distribution is uniform. 

 



Authors: We will include the last three comments in the revised manuscript 
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